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American Auto Racing Writers & Broadcasters Association, Inc. (www.aarwba.org)
“Dedicated To Increasing Media Coverage Of Motor Sports”

Where:
The Mazda Suite #12 – above the pit row garages
Mazda Raceway Laguna Seca
1021 Monterey-Salinas Highway
Salinas, CA 93908
Phone: 831-242-8201
When: Friday, May 21, 2010
Breakfast available at 7:30 AM; business meeting starts at 7:45 AM;
Hard finish time (due to schedule and driver commitments) – 8:30 AM
Interviews and storylines:
Mazda Raceway Laguna Seca GM and CEO Gill Campbell will provide introductory remarks, and then journalists can meet and interview ALMS’ 2009 championship-winning drivers, plus drivers and teams with Northern
California connections, ALMS/IMSA officials, and Mazda Raceway Laguna Seca staffers. Topics include the
new six-hour format – the longest sports car race ever held at the track; ALMS’ new crown as king of green racing (AUTOWEEK, April 19 issue); the GT Corvette/Porsche/BMW/Ferrari/Porsche/Jaguar/Ford battle – the hottest sports car war in the racing world; the new combination of LMP1 and LMP2 into a single LMP class; and the
high percentage of these drivers who have rides next month at Le Mans. Also representative drivers from the
support racing series will attend.
We will provide a list of confirmed drivers early in the week of the event.
Credentials:
All attending media must have credentials in order to participate in the breakfast. If you don’t already have an
ALMS season hard card or have not yet applied to Mazda Raceway Laguna Seca for credentials, please click
on this link and follow the instructions.
http://www.mazdaraceway.com/pages/2010_Credentials

AARWBA breakfast contacts:
Gil Bouffard, journalist, 209-470-7873
whaler17.gil@gmail.com
Andy Schupack, Porsche Cars North America, 401-741-6980
as@kgpr.com
Dean Case, Mazda North America, 310-318-4582
mazdaspeed@mazdausa.com
Jennifer Capasso, Mazda Raceway Laguna Seca, 831-242-8225
Jennifer@mazdaraceway.com
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Media Alert
What:
The American Auto Racing Writers & Broadcasters Association (AARWBA), in its 55th year of dedicated effort
to increasing the media coverage of motor sports, will hold a media breakfast with the world’s leading sports car
drivers at Mazda Raceway Laguna Seca prior to the American Le Mans Series Monterey presented by Patrón.
AARWBA has been holding media breakfasts before NASCAR and IndyCar races since 1955, but has not held
a breakfast before a sports car race in many years. Both current AARWBA members and other working
members of the media are invited to attend to meet the drivers and discuss both the ALMS event that weekend
as well as the impending 24 Hours of Le Mans scheduled for next month.

Source: http://www.lacar.com/?p=2751

A forum was recently held to discuss the high
profile cases of unintended acceleration in
passenger vehicles. A distinguished panel of
six professionals with direct research and
investigatory experience into unintended acceleration were on hand to field questions
from approximately 50 journalists. Also on
the panel was a high ranking engineer from
Toyota, USA.
I didn’t pay any attention to the names of
panelists. My primary interest was in what
light they could shed on the recent headline
stories involving Toyota, sticky throttles, and
unintended acceleration. Many of the journalists in the room seemed to know or at least
recognize the panelists. I only recognized two
of them. All presented themselves well.
Many of the journalists on hand are members of
the Motor Press Guild, a professional organization
of automotive writers, an admittedly pro-automotive
group.
Presentations
The Toyota rep started the presentation by physically demonstrating the operation of a Toyota throttle system. He explained that while his drawings
and displays were of a Toyota system they were
representative of those used by most current automotive manufacturers. Level-two redundancy and
computer feedback are key characteristics of the
throttle positioning system. Failure mode defaults
to a low power situation wherein only 40% throttle
is available. Catastrophic system failure results in a
return to engine idle.
Other panelists spoke to the question of braking
power versus engine power. All agreed that under
full speed and wide-open throttle conditions, the
braking system of any modern passenger car available in the US can overpower the engine and bring
the car to a stop. This has been verified by a number of sources through repeated testing and engineering analysis.
Cases where a driver insists he was pressing the
brake as hard as possible and yet was unable to
halt the vehicle have been proven false. Brake pad
and rotor wear provide the most evidence. Even
under such severe duress as full speed braking,
modern brake systems are designed to handle the
load and are, indeed, expected to.

Unintended acceleration of Toyota vehicles is in the
news today. But Audi faced similar charges over 20
years ago. Several panelists were directly involved with
the investigation of the Audi cases. Their conclusions
pointed to driver error. There were never any mechanical
failures discovered in either the crashed vehicles or any
off-the-line assembly vehicles. Statistically, a high percentage of involved drivers were over 60 years of age,
shorter than average, or both.
One panelist, a professional driving instructor, spoke to
the confusion drivers face when confronted with stressful, dangerous, immediate situations. Despite what the
driver says after the fact, it is well documented that
people’s recollections of their actions rarely match their
actual response. Further, he pointed out a lack of familiarity with modern Anti-Lock Braking System operation.
When fully engaged, he said, the pedal will provide a vibration or pulsating feedback. This is the point of complete, normal system operation yet drivers often mistake
this as a brake problem and thus soften their pedal pressure. This reduces the system’s ability to control the vehicle.
What Happened
After a brief presentation period, the floor was opened to
questions and comments from the assembled journalists.
It was apparent that many in the gallery were sympathetic to the data showing driver error as the most likely
cause of unintended acceleration.

Continued on next page
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Toyota Faces Uphill Challenge

Another man claimed there is an engineering bias
toward the throttle versus braking systems in Toyota cars. He claimed to have investigated the issue
with an outside engineer. Though he had no proof
or evidence, he appeared convinced of a conspiracy on behalf of Toyota and would not be swayed by
the presentation at hand.
Yet another questioner showed his complete ignorance of computer operation when he stated
“Chaos theory dictates that in the world of ones
and zeroes, some twos and threes will occur.” As a
former computer engineer, I can tell you with extreme confidence that there are 10 kinds of people
in the world: those that understand binary and
those that don’t. Following his theory, it is not
“impossible” that I will play shortstop for the Dodgers.

Conclusions
This forum was a valuable learning exercise for
anyone interested in the current headline stories
involving unintended vehicle acceleration. The distinguished panel stated many times over that there
is no physical evidence whatsoever to indicate a
manufacturing or systemic failure by Audi, Toyota,
or any other manufacturer that could lead to unintended acceleration. Thirty-plus years of data indicates that driver error, compounded by driver
experience, age, and physical stature are the most
frequent commonalities in cases of unintended acceleration.
In Toyota’s case, sheer numbers tell the story.
There are hundreds of complaints involving millions
of vehicles driven billions of miles. Dividing the
complaints by number of vehicles, then dividing
again by the number of miles driven yields a failure
rate with so many zeroes to right of the decimal
point that it becomes insignificant.
Despite the evidence, there were people in the gallery who seemed intent on holding the manufacturer accountable for all that happens in or around
their vehicles. This is the hill Toyota faces. It is the
hill of agenda driven, willful ignorance.

Danica Patrick stops to pet Leah, Ann Proffit's
certified hearing dog, as she walks to the pit
area at Toyota Grand Prix of Long Beach

We don’t have a “Member Spotlight” feature in this
issue, and that’s a shame. But you can fix the
problem by volunteering to be the next member in
the spotlight! Simply send Andy Hartwell a quick
email saying you are interested and he will contact
you. A telephone conversation will follow at a
mutually acceptable date and time. And you will have
an opportunity to review the final write up before it
goes to print. Easy, right? And what a great addition
to your resume!
“I was interviewed for the AARWBA newsletter!”

Andy’s email address is: ashartwell@att.net
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It was also apparent that several people came to
the forum with pre-determined agendas. One man,
representing the LA Times, seemed intent on getting the Toyota rep to say out loud that it was possible there was an engineering problem with
Toyota vehicles. He posed his question several
different ways during the forum and never was successful.

Don Miller, a young drag racer from Chicago who rose to become Roger Penske's most trusted confidant at the
pinnacle of motorsports and a mentor to NASCAR champions, released his long-awaited memoir at Charlotte
Motor Speedway during its annual Food Lion AutoFair event, which began April 8th.
Miller has been recognized for decades as one of the most influential and
creative individuals in international motor racing. He is best-known as the
co-founder, along with Roger Penske and Rusty Wallace, of Penske Racing
South. Miller's resume of achievement, however, is far longer: hot rodder,
drag racer, sponsorship savant, liaison between the Penske speed leviathan
and global industry, old car enthusiast, coach of great racing drivers.
Co-authored with automotive historian and Hemmings Publishing senior editor Jim Donnelly, "Miller's Time" is not just a personal history, but a guide to
success at the top levels of racing and business by a guy who has literally
done it all – and won, with personal grace and genuine, heartfelt altruism.
Within the book's 304 hardcover pages are Miller's accounts of inventing the
modern race track souvenir trailer, setting an international speed record at
the Bonneville Salt Flats, winning Goodyear the prized Midwest market for
short-track tires through personal integrity, making both Rusty Wallace and
Ryan Newman into household names, bringing Formula 1-level engineering
prowess to Penske South and setting up one of the largest team shops in motorsports. He also recalls, in terrifying detail, his near-death in a pit road accident at Talladega. Want to know what it really takes to become a top
lieutenant of Roger Penske – and stay there? "Miller's Time" will tell you.
"Miller's Time" will be available through Coastal 181 Publishing, www.coastal181.com , priced at $29.95. It is
fitting that Miller, recipient of NASCAR's first Humanitarian of the Year Award for his work with youngsters at
risk, has pledged to donate all proceeds from the book's sale to organizations that support the prevention of
child abuse and neglect in the Carolinas.

Rooms Available For Indy 500 - Must Act Now!
From Member Ray Sotero:
From Friday, May 21 through June 1, I have TWO separate TWO-BEDROOM suites (each w/full kitchen),
complimentary breakfast, free parking, free wi-fi, etc. for $89 a night! If you don’t want to stay the whole time,
we can shorten, but it has to be at least five nights or rate goes up and reservation has to stay in my name.
TownePlace Suites Indianapolis Keystone
Check-in: Friday, May 21 Check-out: Tuesday, June 1
2 Bedroom Suite, Bedroom 1: Queen, Bedroom 2: Queen, Sofabed
Cost per night (USD) 89.00 Complimentary on-site parking
In addition, from Friday, May 21, through Wednesday, May 26, for $96 per night a studio in a NEW Marriot
Springhill suite downtown, includes breakfast, WiFi and Ipod stations:
SpringHill Suites Indianapolis Downtown
Check-in: Friday, May 21 Check-out: Wednesday, May 26
Room type: Studio, 1 King, Sofabed On-site parking, fee: 20 USD daily

Email Ray Sotero directly at raysotero@yahoo.com
American Auto Racing Writers & Broadcasters Association, Inc. (www.aarwba.org)
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"MILLER'S TIME – A LIFETIME AT SPEED"
RELEASED AT CHARLOTTE AUTOFAIR

It was a motorhead's dream! To be sitting amongst six
Grands Prix racers, a couple of 24 Hours of Le Mans
winners, an Indy 500 and USAC Champion, Can-Am and
Trans-Am Champions, IMSA GTP Champions and a
woman racer who was/is the most influential Motor
Sports journalist in America. Oh, and a whole bunch of
men and women who helped shape post World War II
auto racing! And me!
Why me? As a teenager, a friend and I had hitchhiked in
1957, some thirty-odd miles (not once but twice) to the
newly established Lime Rock Park from the Connecticut
Junior Republic (CJR) (for Boys) in Litchfield, because I
knew that the Cunningham racing team (which had competed at the 24 Hours of Endurance at Le Mans) would
be racing there. What I did not know was that some
chicken farmer from Texas would beat the pants off my
favorite American racing team in an Italian Maserati!
Worse than that, he would come back and do it again
later in the year! His name was Carroll Shelby! Yup, the
same Carroll Shelby who created the COBRA! Or for today's kids The Mustang Cobra.
My contemporaries, at CJR considered me to be a bit of
an Odd Duck. While they were toting up batting averages
of the Red Sox or Yankees, I was reading Road & Track
about the exploits of Stirling Moss and Juan Manuel Fangio. I knew the difference between a Jaguar D Type and
a Mercedes Benz 300SLR and I could tell you the helmet
color of a specific racing driver. I knew that Harry Schell
was an American born in France. I was, "a Sports Car
Nut." While the other boys in the "Cottage," (That's what
they called the Barracks at CJR) dreamed about souping
up Hot Rods, I dreamt of Red, Green, Silver and Blue
open wheeled speedsters racing on the great road racing
circuits of the world.
This was the second Riverside International Automotive
Museum's Film Festival and celebration of Riverside International Raceway, this year honoring Carroll Shelby!
Last year's gathering honored Riverside native Dan Gurney and was one hell of a bash.
Why was it such a big deal? Because Doug Magnon and
his father, in concert with racing film historian, Dave Wolin, have established the event, reunion, if you will, as an
informal gathering of old friends. It is not some stodgy
old dressy-uppie, suit and tie, boring speech-laden
snoozer. It is a laid back almost fraternal gathering.
For example, I stayed in the same hotel as four guys
from the Pacific Northwest, three of whom were to receive the Harry Morrow Trophy, given to "pioneers of
500cc Formula Three racing." They are Ralph Ormsby,
George Keck and Tom Meehan. Traveling with them was
Can-Am racer Gary Gove. We met every morning for
breakfast along with Jim Law a friend of event organizer
Dave Wolin who was in hospital undergoing an angioplasty and unable to attend the gathering. The stories
came fast and furious and they weren't. "There I was,"
stories. They were the experiences of some very interesting people.

Ralph Ormsby graduated from those tiny motorcycle engined
racing cars to an HWM Chevy. The HWM (Hersham and Walton Motors) was initially a Formula One, Formula Two racing
car of the late 40's early 50's. When Ralph raced the car, it was
powered by a Chevrolet engine and painted Red. The car was
also a movie star. It appeared in the 1955 Kirk Douglas movie
"The Racers." The car appears in the opening scenes of the
movie and is "crashed," when the female lead, Bella Darvi's
dog runs in front of Douglas' car as he is trying to qualify for the
Grand Prix of Monte Carlo. The car is owned today, by
journalist/historic racer Simon Taylor and is known as the
"Stovebolt Special."
Tommy Meehan raced the ex-Pete Lovely Pooper, a Porsche
engined Formula Three Cooper with a streamliner body.
George Keck advanced to Porsches, one of which (The
Porsche RSKeck), he built from a totaled Porsche and at one
time owned a Ferrari 250 Testa Rossa that was used as a prop
in the 1958 Fuller Brush catalog titled, "Phil Hill - A Young Man
in A Race To Fame," written by New York Herald Tribune
Sports Writer Denise McCluggage. Denise later created
"Competition Press" which is now known as AUTOWEEK.
New Zealander Howden Ganley Grand Prix racer and the "GA
in Tiga (pronounced Teyegah) Race Cars Ltd., with fellow racer
Tim Schenken from Australia was selected to receive the inaugural Peter Bryant Challenger Award honoring the memory of
the late motorsports engineer and designer of the Ti 22 Can
Am race car.
There were so many highlights of the weekend celebration of
Carroll Shelby, including The Friday evening remembrances by
the families of Cobra racer Dave McDonald, Ronnie Bucknam,
Phil Hill's wife Alma and son Derek and Richie Ginther's son,
Bret, all talked about the personal side of their racing relatives.
Phil Hill didn't marry until after he stopped racing and Richie
Ginther's son was a baby when his dad raced. Both Derek Hill
and Doctor Bret Ginther were overwhelmed by the stories they
heard about their dad's that night.
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A Night At The Opera

* Please note: I differentiate between Grands Prix, races
that were the National races of a Country-France, England, Italy, Switzerland, Germany, Monaco, Belgium,
Holland-and the later races in Argentina, U.S.A., Canada, Austria and Brazil. Very few of the Formula One races of today, while the cars are the ultimate in technology,
possess the traditions of the early days of Grands Prix
racing.

The International Motor Racing Research Center located in
Watkins Glen, New York, is pleased to announce an exciting,
once- in-a-lifetime fund raising event called The Hot Lapz Experience as part of the Camping World Grand Prix at the
Glen, IZOD IndyCar Series race, July 2-4, 2010. Three separate Hot Lapz Experience packages will be offered on Ebay,
starting on Sunday May 16th, over a period of three weeks.
The three auction format will allow bidders multiple chances
to win one of these exciting packages. Race fans interested in
bidding should go to the Ebay website and enter the keyword
Hot Lapz for a direct link to each auction as well as additional
details.

The Riverside International Automotive Museum is a
small and intimate place located at 815 Marlborough,
Suite 200 in Riverside, California 92507. Phone 951 3696966. On the web at www.RiversideInternational.org.
Museum Hours are Tuesday: Open by Appointment Only-Wednesday through Friday: Noon to 4 P.M. Saturday:
10 A.M. to 4 P.M. The Museum is closed to the general
public Sundays and Mondays. The Museum is a 501©(3)
Non-Profit Corporation. A $5.00 donation is suggested.
Finally, I leave you with a list of the attendees for this
super gathering of motor racing greats. Tony "A2Z" Adamowicz, Toly Arutunoff, Bob Bondurant, Dusty Brandel,
Jeff Bucknam, Lois Bryant, Chris Considine, Tim Considine, Rod Campbell, Bruce Canepa, Jim Dittemore, John
Dixon, Jerry Entin, Art Evans, Bruce Flanders, Marilyn
Fox, John Fitzpatrick, Elliot Forbes-Robinson, Dave
Friedman, George Follmer, Howden Ganley, Doctor Bret
Ginther, Dan Gurney, Gary Gove, Allen Grant, Jerry
Grant, Dick Guldstrand, Eric Haga, Phil Henny, Doug
Hooper, Alice Hanks, Jim Jeffords, Chuck Jones, Davey
Jordan, Ed Justice, Jr., George Keck, Bruce Kessler,
Bob Koveleski, Rick Knoop, Bill Krause, Allen Kuhn, Jim
Law, Pete Lyons, Brett Lunger, Michael Lynch, Sherrie
McDonald, Denise McCluggage, Tom Meehan, Bruce
Meyer, John Morton, Lothar Motschenbacher, Dave
Nicholas, Ralph Ormsbee, Jim Parkinson, Scooter Patrick, Don Pike, Joe Plyan, Phil Remington, Martin Rudnow, Carroll Shelby, Bob Schilling, Doctor Lou Sell, Tony
Settember, Lew Spencer, Pam Shatraw, Michael
Schoen, Chic and Chris Vandagriff, Shin Yosihkawa,
Dave Wolin, and last, but certainly not least. The Incomparable Linda Vaughn! And Me! - Gil Bouffard

- Each winner will get three, at-speed, laps around the challenging 3.4 mile Watkins Glen International circuit in race prepared Porsche Cayman, driven by IZOD Indycar Series star
Ryan Hunter-Reay, winner of the 2008 Indycar race at the
Glen, and driver of the #37 Team IZOD, Andretti Autosport
Dallara
- Exclusive Crown Royal Club at the Glen VIP event admission tickets with infield parking, access to the pit and garage
areas, buffet luncheon and complimentary cocktails for each
winner and guest.
- Three nights of accommodations for each winner and guest
at the Glen Motor Inn overlooking beautiful Seneca Lake.
- A set of four Firestone passenger car or light truck tires for
each winner.
- A evening cocktail cruise on Seneca Lake aboard a private
yacht. Participants will be able to view the fireworks display
over the scenic Watkins Glen harbor
Selected # 37 IZOD racing attire for each of the winners and
their guests.
- In addition, the highest overall bidder in the three auctions
will receive two admission tickets to Andretti Autosport Hospitality area for the weekend as a special prize.
- Invitation to the opening reception for artist Douglas Wilkens'
art exhibit, featuring works honoring racing legend AJ Foyt.

For more information go to www.IMRRC.org
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To say that the gathering was star studded is an understatement. Seated around the room were six of the thirteen living American Grands Prix racers* including Bob
Bondurant, George Follmer, Dan Gurney, Brett Lunger,
Tony Settember and the event's honoree Carroll Shelby.

Chuckwalla Valley Raceway Opens To The Press, BBQ, & Stellar Rides

A new road course race track operation is opening
just off an airstrip down California's Interstate 10
between Coachella Valley (Palm Springs) and
Blythe. Desert Center had been famous for mining,
a fuel and food stop on the way to either LA or
Phoenix, and Palm Trees planted in a circle (gone
fallow) to attract attention to passing motorists. Get
off and head North toward Highway 62 at the intersection of Interstate 10 and 177 and after four miles
turn right at the sign heralding the "Chuckwalla
Valley Raceway - Bringing the Future to you!"
On April 23rd, members of the automotive press
from all over the Southwest were invited to preview
this new private racing facility and learn first hand
what might be involved in starting up a new racing
operation when some tracks might be shutting their
doors in economic hard times. First impressions and
the attentions to detail leave one with the feeling that
this effort will be a resounding success.
Chuckwalla Valley Raceway (CVR) is planned to be
Southern California's premier automobile and motorcycle racing, training, and testing road course
race track facility. CVR occupies 1,100 acres that is
completely fenced and secured. The facility currently has one road course track operational that is 2.68
miles long (a little longer than the old Riverside
International Raceway) and features seventeen (17)
turns, is 40 feet wide, multiple elevation changes, a
couple of double apex turns, a long banked turn,
and a tricky three turn off-cambered section that
mimics (to a lesser degree) the famed corkscrew at
Mazda Raceway Laguna Seca. The track was designed by internationally known motorcycle racing
school operator, designer, and author ("Features of
Race Track Design") Ed Bargy.
This connection to racing motorcycles is no accident, the President of CVR, Micky Grana, has been
working to build and run a first class racing facility
for about 15 years and this dream and drive came

from his love of having talented drivers pilot sophisticated
two-wheeled vehicles in very fast competition on curvy
roads ... safely. It is a passion that comes through every
aspect of CVR including the black and yellow roll curb that
is at every turn on the track, one that can be run in either
the traditional clockwise as well as counterclockwise operation safely because of the design and execution of the
track build.
Over the next 18 to 24 months, Chuckwalla Valley Raceway plans to develop into a complex that will have two
more operational tracks. Track No. 2 can be combined
with Track No. 1 to form a long track of 4.3 miles, making
it one of the largest single road course racing and testing
track available outside of Road America (14 turns at 4.048
miles) at Elkheart Lake Wisconsin ... pretty ambitious.
Track No. 3 is in a preliminary design specification to be a
stand-alone road course that is 2.2 miles long.
Since one of the corporate officers is a pilot, CFO Matt
Johnson has done some investigation into the prospect of
holding airship races around the complex ... after all, there
is an airport (Desert Center Airport [L64]) right next door
that has a 50 foot wide runway that is 4,200 feet long.
According to the Bureau of Land Management (BLM), the
rental of the small space to put up the large air filled pylons
for the airships to guide on for the racing course is minimal. The Red Bull Air Race World Championship event
was discussed, along side the main pit-wall that separated
the front straight from the paddock, by one of the
owner/drivers of a vintage open-wheel formula car (A Ralt
RT5 Super Vee once campaigned by Roger Penske) and
Matt Johnson. It turns out that this owner/driver was a
competitor in the Red Bull "challenge" and felt that CVR
would make a perfect venue, in that, it would be one of the
few courses that would be run on dry land - most are run
on courses set up in large ocean harbors (Perth, AU / San
Diego, CA, USA).

...continued on next page
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Member Edmund Jenks went to the new Chuckwalla Valley Raceway and
posted the following information on his blog. http://tinyurl.com/23yjpth

Chuckwalla Valley Raceway will be run as a membership
operation where memberships in the race track will be
similar to a membership in a golf course. Memberships
are designed to give members additional privileges and
unlimited access to the facilities. Better race track amenities equate to more exclusive membership. Monthly membership rates will vary depending on amenities and CVR
memberships are available for individuals, families, or
corporations.

One of the cars that was attracted to the event, and
garnered the most attention, was an extremely rare
Maserati MC12 Stradale of which only 50 street
legal models were produced and of those ... only two
have ever made it to North America. The very proud
and capable owner of this beautiful and rare piece
of automotive performance art, Douglas Magnon,
just happens to be the President of the Riverside
International Automotive Museum (RIAM) which
houses one of the largest collections of Maserati
automobiles anywhere. As the RIAM site puts it "RIAM's MC12 is the centerpiece of its 28 example
Maserati Collection, one of the most complete assemblages of production Maseratis in North America ... Supercars, racing cars, and a couple of
Maseratis!"
Lunch offered some of the best BBQ sandwiches,
served up from several lengthwise-cut 55 gallon
drum BBQ pits, to be had this side of Kansas City.
Big T's BBQ (an operation run by Tony), the on-site
caterer, chief, and evening security guard contractee, had chicken and pulled pork open-faced sandwiches with a side of beans and potato salad ready
by noon and all of the participants gathered in the
paddock tent area. The talk about the nuances of
driving (or riding) Track No. 1 filled the air as the
moist and tender BBQ was raved about between
bites.

As this author first wrote to his Facebook page wall after
arriving back in the Coachella Valley/Palm Springs area
for the balance of the weekend - "Just came back from
spending an incredible day at the debut of a race track
located near Desert Center on out the 10 ... halfway
between Indio and Blythe. What a perfect track, day, cars,
and group of attendees!
The track is called the Chuckwalla Valley Raceway and
most motorsports enthusiasts will hear about this 2.68
mile dedicated road course (with a mini corkscrew feature
and a long banked turn) before the year is out. Motorcycle
clubs are already all over this place but it is a grand
automobile venue as well."

YouTube Posting:
A Day With A Maserati MC 12 Stradale
- Chuckwalla Valley Raceway http://youtube/2Z2k_rFVYPY?a
Blog Posting:
Chuckwalla Valley Raceway (CVR)
Opens To The Press, BBQ, & Stellar
Rides - http://tinyurl.com/23yjpth

It turns out that CVR will contribute to the electric
power grid here in Riverside County. Those in the
paddock tent area were treated to a short presentation by SolFocus about how the CVR facility was to
be powered . A farm of high-tech solar panels are to
be put in place that will generate enough power to
where CVR's needs will amount to only a fraction of
what will be produced allowing CVR to sell the rest
to the County of Riverside to distribute as the County sees fit.
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Chuckwalla Raceway

